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THANK YOU!



To those people who tendered for the structures
that were dismantled in the quadrangle.
To Dowerin Field Days for their donation of art
easels to the school.

SECONDARY
CAREERS
On Friday the 27th we had
a visit from Kyla Howard.
She is also Miss Howard’s
sister! She completed her
butchering apprenticeship
with Vince Garreffa at the
highly-regarded Mondo's Bucher shop in the Perth.
Kyla was awarded the title of National Apprentice of the Year in
2014. Representing Western Australia, she was chosen for the
inaugural crown over five other state finalists from across the
nation.
Kyla thinks one of her best assets in her work is her background in
the cattle industry, having shown stud cattle, worked in a feedlot
and being brought-up on a farm in southern WA.
She originally started a course at university after completing
school but found it “a bit dry” and takes
much more satisfaction out of the handson skills required swinging a butcher’s or
boner’s knife.
Kyla now works in administration at
Linley Valley Pork, but still gets the
opportunity to demonstrate her
butchering skills.

We found Kyla to be inspirational.
She is proof that females can do
anything!

WHAT’S ON?
July 3rd

Faction Cross Country / Last day of Term

July 20th

First Day Term 3

July 20th

Kindy Readiness at Li’l Tigers
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Mars Rover Design Project

In this project we had to build a pasta Mars rover. We had a few choices of different pastas which were lasagne sheets,
penne, spaghetti and other pastas. Everyone made awesome rovers and did amazing problem solving. When someone was
testing and there was a problem with their rover they were able to identify what the problem was and fix it. We had a
record of how far a rover travelled which was 1 metre and 90cm. The person who has this record was Laila McIvor. Once we
have finished our testing we have to write about how effective our design was.
By Kailee.McMorran, Yazmine.Exton and Talia.Brown
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